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Please fasten your seatbelts and return to your seats because the in-flight entertainment is about to begin!

Journey into uncharted territory where no other game show has ever gone before! In just 45-minutes, The Sky is the Limit takes participants and viewers from their home country into an exotic new locale, where the winners of the quiz show - hosted on the plane itself - will win a fabulous, all-expense-paid vacation in the final destination.

The show’s losers, however, must remain on board and fly straight back to their origin!

STAGE 1 - The Airport Terminal
At the start of the show, 30 couples arrive at the airport with luggage in tow. They need to answer a screening question to be one of 3 couples to earn a boarding pass onto the flight.

STAGE 2 - The Plane
From their First Class seats, each couple will play an intense trivia game, earning cash toward their potential dream vacation. By the time the plane touches down, one of the couples will be eliminated.

STAGE 3 - The Destination City
The two remaining couples will race to the city’s most famous monument (e.g. Paris’s Eiffel Tower or Las Vegas’s Bellagio Fountain). If they win the intense trivia showdown, they’ll earn an all-expenses-paid trip, while the losers fly home in souvenir T-shirts.

Traditional game show elements go "sky-high" in this full-concept format:

▶ Opening Credits styled like an in-flight safety video
▶ Luggage trolleys equipped with answer buzzers in the terminal
▶ In-flight touch-screen consoles to answer trivia questions
▶ Lifelines allows contestants to ask for help from passengers flying in Coach
▶ Captain’s questions brought to contestants from the flight deck
▶ Roller featuring clips from the winning couples' incredible city retreat

In addition, special themed episodes can be filmed (e.g. bachelor parties heading to Las Vegas, honeymooners traveling to Paris, soccer fans to the World Cup)!

The format was developed in partnership with El Al Airlines in Israel, and all filming and safety methods were approved. The format lends itself to sponsorship opportunities with your nation’s leading airline, car rental and hotel chains, and more!
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